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THE GERM-RESISTANT TOUCH SCREEN
Interactive Flat Panels Create a Healthy Environment
When it comes to effective learning, health matters. BenQ’s germ resistant series of
interactive flat panels contain key features that can help reduce germs and prevent
eye-strain and fatigue.
Many diseases are
transmitted by hands
coming in contact with
dirty surfaces and
children do not have the
cleanest hands. BenQ
has determined that the
surface of our products
is the place to make a
difference. In addition,
it combines the
friendliest interactive
display design and classroom-ready solutions to support schools by bringing a truly
interactive learning experience into their classrooms. Available in sizes from 65” to
86”, this series leads the way to a new generation of healthy learning.
HEALTH MATTERS
The surface of each model in this series is equipped with a Germ-Resistant Screen
and smart Eye-care solution to curb bacteria build-up and safeguard eye health for
teachers and students.
GERM-RESISTANT SCREEN
Every time a touch screen is swiped or tapped, it accumulates germs. This Series
Germ-Resistant Screen is SGS-certified and is coated with a multilayer coating of a
non-toxic, durable, nano-ionic silver agent which can kill most bacteria on contact by
disrupting their cell division mechanism. This can effectively block the spread of
bacteria and minimize the risk of transmission of infection in the classroom.
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SMART EYE-CARE SOLUTION
Our smart eye-care solution is comprised of BenQ’s proprietary eye-care
technologies, including anti-glare, reduced blue light, and flicker-free viewing as well
as 4K.
BenQ’s TUV-certified Low Blue Light technology deals with the everyday problem of
blue-light exposure and allows for healthier time spent in front of the display,
effectively reducing any harm caused by blue spectrum light. The added PIR(Passive
Infrared) Motion Sensor can detect people coming close to the screen and turn on
the Low Blue Light function automatically. The other TUV-certified feature, Flickerfree technology, enables an exclusive design that removes LED backlight flickering
and brings forth a zero flickering viewing experience.
Moreover, the anti-glare treatment applied to this Series’ glass surface reduces
reflection, giving students the best viewing experience in the classroom. 4K Ultra HD
make objects more defined and comfortable to focus on. This can help educators
grab students’ undivided attention throughout the class with the highest text
readability and image clarity.
A VISION MADE REAL
BenQ is aiming to build the ultimate learning platform for the classroom, one that is
simple and easy to use. Vast resources have been devoted to researching,
developing, incorporating and perfecting a wide array of innovative classroom
software for this series that supports every aspect of a 21st century education.
WHITE BOARD SOLUTION
EZWrite 4.0 is the ultimate whiteboard app that is designed to facilitate interactive
learning with just a tap. Along with BenQ’s seamless Cooperation tools, EZWrite
4.0 comes with many new functions: Myscript identification, Handwriting calculator,
Recording, Palm eraser. Add BenQ’s exclusive optional QTouch software to enhance
your interactive experience. QTouch is Windows-compatible and supports all major
video file formats as well as web page input.
ANNOTATION SOLUTION
The upgraded powerful Floating toolbar is compatible with any interface, no matter
what OS you use. The on-screen menu lets you immediately access a range of
functions, including recording, print screen, screen capture, eraser, pen and
whiteboard. Users can change pen colours, take screenshots and accomplish so much
more to enhance class interaction whenever you need it. WPS can open MS office file
and direct annotation on file and save back. It is compatible with MS office Ink.
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COLLABORATION SOLUTION
Developed by BenQ, InstaQShare is the software designed for seamless wireless
presentation and collaboration during lectures. It allows the smooth streaming of
visual and audio files, and Full HD quality videos. Users can also mirror content from
mobile devices and invite up to 16 people for seamless collaboration.

For more information or to arrange a product demonstration, contact one of our experts on;
01905 840 777
or by email office@hts-av.com

